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Figure 1: Experimental design, task and behavior. A: Rats (n = 4) experienced daily sessions on a Tmaze offering a choice between food (F) at the end of the left arm and water (W) at the end of the right arm. Blocked trials ensured adequate sampling of each outcome (see Online Methods for details). Daily recording sessions consisted of exposure to both food and water outcomes in the home cage, followed by a pre-task rest session on a movable platform. 15-20 T-maze trials, separated by a 1-2 minute intertrial interval (ITI) were performed next, followed by post-task rest. Crucially, across recording sessions, rats were alternately water-restricted (blue, wr ) or food-restricted (red, fr ). B: Proportions of food (left) arm choices on free-choice trials (shown on the upper horizontal axis). Following food restriction (fr, red) rats preferred the food (F, left) arm, whereas following water restriction (wr, blue) the water (W, right) arm was preferred. As a result, the difference in choice proportions (diff, food-minus water-restriction, shown on the lower horizontal axis) was strongly biased towards the food (left) arm. Dots indicate single sessions, vertical bar the mean across sessions. Asterisks indicate significance level ( * : p < .05; * * : p < .01; * * * : p < .001) by comparison with a resampled distribution based on shuffling food and water restriction labels (gray bar center indicates the mean, width indicates the standard deviation across shuffles). Horizontal axis direction is reversed (positive numbers on the left) so that the location of the food arm in the plots matches its physical location on the maze (both on the left). Overall, rats chose both arms a comparable number of times (193 food, 197 water). Insets show choice proportions for each individual subject. C: Within-session choice proportions of choosing the food arm following food restriction (red) and water restriction (blue), averaged across all sessions and subjects. Note that these proportions do not necessarily sum to one because food and water restriction sessions occurred on different days.
Figure 2:
Sequenceless SWR content is biased in the opposite direction from motivational shifts. A: Motivational state changes the Z-scored log odds (left vs. right; recall that the left arm always leads to food and the right arm always leads to water) of decoded SWR content (green) opposite to behavioral preference (probability of choosing the food arm, black), as indicated by the negative correlation (r = -.75, p < .001). Positive z-scores correspond to left (food) trials, negative z-scores correspond to right (water) trials. Shaded areas indicate water-(blue, wr ) and food-restriction sessions (red, fr ). Large markers show averages across subjects, small markers indicate single recording sessions. B: Mean z-scored log odds across food-restriction sessions (red), water-restriction sessions (blue; upper horizontal axis), and their difference (diff, black; lower horizontal axis). Dots indicate single sessions, vertical bar shows the mean across sessions. Asterisks indicate significance level ( * : p < 0.05, * * : p < 0.01, * * * : p < 0.001) by comparison with a resampled distribution based on shuffling food and water restriction labels across sessions (gray bar width indicates standard error of the mean across shuffles). Note that the observed difference in SWR content is significantly different from the shuffled distribution, and in the opposite direction compared to behavior (compare Figure 1b) . C: Proportion of significance-thresholded SWR events that decode to the left (food) arm for food-restriction sessions (red), water-restriction sessions (blue; upper horizontal axis), and the difference between them (food restriction minus water restriction session proportions; bottom horizontal axis). Small panels in B and C show single-subject data; axis labels are omitted when identical to those in the average plots.
Figure 3:
Sequenceless SWR content is biased away from the preferred outcome before experience on the task that day. A: Mean z-scored log odds (left vs. right, as in Figure 2b ) across food-restriction sessions (fr, red), water-restriction sessions (wr, blue; upper horizontal axis), and their difference (diff, black; lower horizontal axis), plotted separately for each within-session epoch: before experience on the task that day ("pre", left column), during intertrial intervals ("task", middle column) and following experience ("post", right column). B: Proportion of significance-thresholded SWR events that decode to the left (food) trajectory (as in Figure 2c ) for food-restriction sessions (red), water-restriction sessions (blue; upper horizontal axis, and the difference between them (food restriction minus water restriction session proportions; lower horizontal axis), separated according to within-session epoch. Small panels show single-subject data; axis labels are omitted when identical to those in the average plots.
and 'post' epochs (see the schematic in Figure S9a ). However, there was no evidence for such a change in 127 either the SWR content log odds (observed 'pre' vs. 'post' difference -.09, expected value based on shuffling
128
'pre' and 'post' labels .00 ± .11, p = .44) or significant SWR proportions (difference -.02, shuffled mean 129 .00 ± .05, p = .73). Because the lack of a significant difference does not constitute evidence for the null,
130
we employed a two one-sided test (TOST) to formally determine equivalence 14 . Specifically, we set a priori 131 equivalent bounds based on the observed difference in pre-task SWR content between food-and water-132 restriction days (a difference of .89 ± .30 for log odds; .29 ± .14 for proportions). Then, we tested whether 133 the observed difference between pre-and post-task rest SWR content (-.09 ± .11 for log odds, -.02 ± .05 for 134 proportions) was significantly within the equivalent bounds (t (22.75) = -10.91, p < .001 for log odds, t (22.52) 135 = -7.92, p < .001 for proportions; Welch's t-test). Thus, we can rule out the possibility that SWR content 136 changed between the pre-and post-task epochs to the same extent as the change between motivational states.
137
In particular, strongly biased behavioral experience (e.g. towards the left (food) arm on a food restriction 138 day) is not sufficient to overcome the motivational state SWR content shift away from the preferred outcome.
139
Similarly, if SWR content on this task reflects planning towards the next goal, pre-task SWR content would 140 be expected to be shifted towards, rather than away from, the preferred outcome ( Figure S9b ).
141
Sequence detection. A strength of the above "sequenceless" decoding analysis is that it contains no free 142 parameters beyond how SWR event candidates are detected. However, it cannot determine whether SWR opposite direction from the behaviorally preferred choice.
161
Figure 4: Hippocampal sequences detected during example sharp wave-ripple (SWR) events and their content. Panels A-D contain two columns, depicting spiking activity from the same time interval but using tuning curves obtained from "left" and "right" trials respectively. Within each column, a rasterplot (top) contains rows with tickmarks indicating spikes from a single neuron, ordered according to the location of their tuning curve peak firing rate on the track. Below the rasterplot is a local field potential trace (filtered between 1-425 Hz) and the decoded posterior probability distribution (blue: low probability, yellow: high probability). Each panel is an example from a different subject; examples were chosen from representative sessions and include a session with low (B, 53 cells total) and high (D, 162 cells total, note that only cells with place field(s) are shown in the rasterplots) cell counts. The events in panels A-C met the sequence detection criterion for only the right, right and left trajectory respectively and were scored as such; in contrast, the event in panel D met the sequence detection criterion for both left and right trajectories, and was therefore excluded from further analysis. In general, we found forward (A, C), reverse (D) and static sequences (B), which were considered both pooled and separately in further analyses. The proportion of detected SWR sequences that decode to the food (left) arm (green data points) is anticorrelated with behavioral preference (black data points). As in Figure 2a , blue shaded areas indicate water-restriction sessions and red shaded areas indicate food restriction sessions. B: SWR sequence content averaged across sessions is consistently biased away from the behaviorally preferred maze arm across task epochs (pre-task, task, and post-task); figure layout as in Figure 3 .
As with the sequenceless results above, we next computed separately the proportions of left and right SWR 
210
Using this procedure, we found a small bias of lower error (higher accuracy) for behaviorally-preferred trials, 15 . Each individual data point shows the difference between decoding error for left (food) trials and decoding error on right (water) trials for a single session. The decoding errors for food-restriction sessions (fr ) and water-restriction sessions (wr ) are shifted in opposite directions from the mean decoding error (center of the gray bar, which indicates the mean and SD obtained by randomly permuting session labels). Note that the mean decoding error across all sessions is larger on the left (food) arm. B: The difference in decoding errors between food-and water-restriction sessions in panel A leads to a predicted distribution of SWR content. This null hypothesis predicts a slight bias toward the arm containing the restricted outcome, whereas the data indicates the opposite (compare the left/food diff shift in this panel to the right/water shift in Figures 3b and 5b) . Note that the shuffled distributions (gray bars) indicate a slight overall bias towards the right (water) arm. C: Expected SWR sequence content distributions according to a simulated scenario in which sequence content reflects accumulated experience across all recording days. D: As in C, except that sequence content reflects experience within single recording sessions, with pre-task content carried over from the previous day's experience. Note that neither scenario correctly predicts the observed SWR sequence content (compare with Figures 3b and 5b) .
error, we next considered potential explanations based on subjects' experience. Following Gupta et al. 16 , 222 we simulated scenarios in which each SWR candidate event in the data is probabilistically assigned a "left" 223 or "right" label according to one of the following rules: (1) replay in proportion to experience accumulated 224 over the six recording session days, (2) replay in proportion to within-session experience. For instance, say 225 a SWR event was detected in the inter-trial period following trial 8 of day 2. If all trials that day were "left", 226 scenario (2) would assign "left" to that event. If all trials up to that point (including previous sessions) were 227 45% "right", then scenario (1) would assign "left" to that event with 45% probability. Since in scenario
228
(2) within-session experience has not occurred yet during the pre-task period, we carried over the post-task 
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A further possibility is that SWR sequence content is experience-dependent, but with a delay ( Figure S10a ).
235
Such a delay would be necessary to explain the observed opposite-side bias that persists in the data through-236 out the pre-task, task, and post-task epochs (Figures 3 and 5b ; as the experience-dependent scenarios indicate, 237 without a delay this bias would be expected to reverse between pre-and post-task epochs.) Experience- values are better). Thus, although our experiment was not explicitly designed to rule out the hypothesis 258 that experience on day n -1 drives replay content on day n, the best statistical account of the data is that 259 motivational state biases SWR sequence content away from the preferred outcome. However, planning content is generally thought of as either agnostically considering options until some 270 termination criterion, and/or containing a bias toward the goal (as in e.g. backward or goal-constrained 271 search) 3, 24, 25 . These prospective accounts would predict either a bias toward the chosen option, or no bias 272 (see Figure S9b for a schematic illustration). Instead, we observed an opposite bias, reminiscent of Gupta et 273 al. 16 who found that during left or right-only blocks on a T-maze, the opposite side was replayed more often 274 than during alternation blocks. Here, we extend that observation of replaying the "other" option to include 275 interoceptive cues (motivational shifts) that precede actual experience as a source of such non-temporal SWR 276 content biases.
277
If replay content on this task is not consistent with a memory trace of recent experience, or with prospec- high uncertainty 31, 32 . When applied to the task used here, we speculate that hippocampal replay enables 285 evaluation and updating of information related to the option not (about to be) taken. These ideas echo the 286 less specific but related notion that replay could serve to prevent destructive interference of memory traces 16 ; 287 alternatively, under certain conditions SWRs may be part of a forgetting mechanism 33,34 .
288
In any case, these possibilities would require that in the task used here, the pattern of SWRs observed reflects 289 a hippocampal mode not necessarily engaged in supporting immediate behavior on the task, but operating in 290 the service of longer-timescale behavior. This conceptualization blurs the distinction between the traditional 291 online/offline modes to more of a continuum from highly task-constrained to more internally driven 27, 35 . In 292 this view, it is possible that even on T-maze tasks, highly overtrained animals may not be engaging their 293 hippocampus (including SWRs) to perform the task, freeing it up for (re)consolidation processes. Consistent Figure S1 : Schematic of SWR content analysis using sequenceless decoding (A) and sequence-based decoding (B). In the sequenceless decoding analysis, each candidate SWR event is decoded as a single time bin, using joint tuning curves containing left and right trial data. This analysis produces two outputs reported in the paper (drawn as cyan diamond shapes): the z-scored left vs. right log odds averaged across all events, and a left vs. right count ratio of significant events only. In contrast, sequence-based decoding (B) first decodes all data in a given session for left and right trial tuning curves separately, using a 25 ms moving window (step size, 5 ms). Next, sequences are detected in the left and right posteriors separately, before removing sequences that (1) did not overlap with a candidate SWR event, (2) were not sufficiently distinct from the number of sequences obtained from a random resampling procedure, or (3) were sequences for both left and right. Figure S2 : Schematic of sequenceless decoding analysis. Each SWR event (top left) is converted into a vector of spike counts and decoded into a joint probability distribution that includes both left and right trajectories of the T-maze. This probability distribution yields a left vs. right log odds score for each event.
Because any left or right bias in this score may simply be due to unequal distributions of the number of place cells, average firing rates, and so on, this raw log odds score is compared to a distribution of log odds obtained from 1000 permutations of left and right trial tuning curves used in the decoding. This comparison yields a log odds z-score for each event, which is either averaged across all events in a session (bottom right figure and Figure 2b ), or thresholded to keep only significant events to yield a proportion of left events ( Figure  2c ). To determine if SWR content is related to motivational state, both measures are averaged across foodrestriction (fr ) and water-restriction (wr ) sessions, and the resulting values (black vertical bars in bottom right plot; dots indicate single sessions) compared to a distribution of averages obtained from randomly permuting food-and water-restriction labels across sessions (top right; gray bars indicate mean and SD of this shuffled distribution). Thus, this analysis uses two independent bootstraps: the first "tuning curve shuffle" quantifies SWR content on an event-by-event basis, and the second "motivational state shuffle" quantifies the effect of motivational state on SWR content averaged across sessions. Average classification performance across all subjects and sessions, based on the trial type (left, right) and location (before the choice point, 'pre'; or after, 'post') of the maximum a posteriori decoding. Note that for all trial types and locations, classification performance is clearly above chance (all p < .001). Overall, classification performance was better for the right (water) arm compared to the left (food) arm (post-CP .92 ± .04 for right, .83 ± .06 for left, p = .009; n.s. for pre-CP). Importantly, there was no indication that classification performance differed between food-and water-restriction sessions (all comparisons n.s.). C: Single-trial tuning curve correlations between trials of the same type (left-left, right-right) are systematically higher than correlations between trials of different type (left-right), both when averaged across all cells within a session (left panel) and on a cell-by-cell basis (right panel). Only positions on the common, central stem of the maze were included in this analysis. The higher correlations between trials of the same type, compared to the correlations across types, indicate left and right trials are distinct. Thus, as measured by two different approaches, left and right trials are clearly distinguishable during behavior on the track, even on the common portion of the maze. Figure S4 : SWR content z-scored log odds for each individual epoch (columns correspond to pre-task rest, task, and post-task rest respectively), session (each data point corresponds to a single session), and subject (each row shows data from a single subject). Individual subjects may show idiosyncratic biases such as an overall shift in SWR content towards the water (right) arm, but in each subject and epoch changes across days in SWR content tended to be opposite changes in behavior. For instance, in the pre-task (left) column, it can be seen that this is the case for all pairs except for R042 day 3 to 4, and R050 day 3 to 4. In other words, 13 out of 15 motivational shifts resulted in a SWR content shift opposite from behavior. Schematic depicting the hypothesis that replay content is proportional to experience (solid line) alongside a sketch of the pattern found in the data (dashed line). The horizontal axis indicates time, including four daily recording sessions starting with a water restriction session (shown in blue on the lower left) and ending with a food restriction session (shown in red on the top right). During each recording session, experience is biased towards the restricted food type (for illustration purposes given here as a .75 probability of choosing water for water-restriction sessions, and .75 food probability for food-restriction sessions). This bias shifts predicted replay content (shown on the vertical axis) towards the corresponding side of the maze (right trials for water, left trials for food; note changess in the solid line (indicating predicted replay content) that occur during the task epoch of each recording session. (The size of the experience-driven changess depends on factors such as whether all experience or only within-session experience is considered, as in Figure 6c -d, but the pattern is the same.) The experience account thus predicts (1) a difference in replay content between the pre-and post-task rest periods, and (2) a bias in post-task replay content towards the recently preferred outcome. As indicated by the dashed line, neither prediction is confirmed by the data. B: Schematic depicting the hypothesis that replay content favors the preferred behavioral choice (or outcome). This account predicts that pre-task replay content (1) and task replay content (2) are shifted towards the preferred choice (note solid line is on the water side during water-restriction sessions, and on the food side during food-restriction sessions). As indicated by the dashed line, neither prediction is supported by the data. A variation of this account, which assumes animals can plan for the next session, correctly predicts post-task replay content, but not pre-task replay content.
Figure S10: A: Schematic depicting the hypothesis that replay content reflects delayed experience. Although unlikely given the reported rapid effects of experience on replay content (see main text for discussion), this scenario correctly predicts no change between pre-and post-task rest, and an overall replay bias opposite the preferred outcome. However, it further predicts that the behavioral bias (preference for one side or the other, defined as max(p lef t , 1 − p lef t )) on day n predicts SWR content bias the next day: note the relatively small swing in SWR content following a relatively unbiased session (e.g. session 2 with 63% food (left) arm experience) and comparatively large swing following a strongly biased session (session 4 with 95%, top right). The two bottom panels depict the three example session data points shown (dark gray symbols), which form the predicted positive correlation; the data, depicted here schematically as light gray circles, do not exhibit such a relationship. This figure also illustrates why it is informative to compute bias scores (bottom right panel; ranging from 0.5 to 1 by using the max operation above) rather than using raw values (bottom left panel). This is an instance of Simpson's Paradox, where using raw values would always show a positive correlation between day n behavior and day n + 1 pre-task replay content (lower left panel): the structure of the task combined with the overall opposite bias in replay content confines the data points to the lower left and upper right quadrants. Geometrically, the bias scores align the food and water sessions to a common axis (note the reflection of the yellow and green quadrants in the lower right panel, made visible by the notch in one corner), enabling the testing of the more specific predictions shown here. B: If motivational state determines replay content, replay content bias during the pre-task rest period as well as other epochs should predict that session's behavioral bias (after all, a hungrier animal would show a stronger preference for food). This prediction, illustrated in the lower two panels, is confirmed in the data. Note that again, bias scores are important in avoiding spurious results (Simpson's Paradox). Because the comparison is within-session rather than across-session (as in A), the raw data are now confined to the upper left and lower right quadrants (lower left panel).
